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From #1 New York Times bestselling author Vi Keeland comes a sexy new stand-alone novel. The

first time I met Chase Parker, I didn't exactly make a good impression. I was hiding in the bathroom

hallway of a restaurant, leaving a message for my best friend to save me from my awful date. He

overheard and told me I was a bitch, then proceeded to offer me some dating advice. So I told him

to mind his own damn business and went back to my miserable date. I couldn't help but sneak

hidden glances at the condescending jerk on the other side of the room. Of course, he caught me

on more than one occasion, and winked. When the gorgeous stranger and his equally hot date

suddenly appeared at our table, I thought he was going to rat me out. But instead, he pretended we

knew each other and joined us-telling elaborate, embarrassing stories about our fake childhood. My

date suddenly went from boring to bizarrely exciting. When it was over and we parted ways, I

thought about him more than I would ever admit, even though I knew I'd never see him again. I

mean, what were the chances I'd run into him again in a city with eight million people? Then again,

what were the chances that a month later he'd wind up being my new sexy boss?
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Holy freaking cow !I would had finished reading this book quickier if stupid life had not been

interrupting me all the time.... Five solid stars with no doubt on my mind.I was introduced to Vi

Keeland book's sometime ago, and one of the many things I like about her writting style is that it

comes to you so natural and easy, you might as well think the fictional story you are reading is



actually happening in the office building right across from yours.Her characters have depth and are

so much more than just stunning looking people. We get drama, we get steamy not so over the top

sex scenes, we get to laugh and I admit I have even cry with her books. Chase and Reese are our

main lead characters here, and they don't fall far from all my other Keeland bookfriends . They

interactions are so natural and believeable you are suck right into the story, plus they are

standalones and up to now all have had a HEA ending, which I love....

This book was absolutely amazing! I actually tried to slow down my reading pace simply because I

didn't want it to end, IThe overall feel was lighthearted. The banter between Chase and Reese was

beyond magnificent and extremely witty. I need great dialogue in order to be able to establish the

connection between main characters. It's totally crucial in understanding the way a hero and a

heroine communicate; and it take an author with strong skills to be able to make it genuine. Of

course, Vi Keeland pulls this off magnificently. I was never left wanting or feeling like something was

missing.I really appreciated that Reese and Chase were candid as could be from their very first

meeting, and the way they were able to bounce quips between each other in such an effortless

manner, even though they'd only just met, spoke volumes in how much of a perfect fit they are with

each other.Though the overall mood of this book was more lighthearted, Vi balances it out perfectly

with that underlying angst. None of which seemed forced ,, but served to show how well Chase and

Reese could trudge through the most difficult and heartbreaking of problems.I will not read a story

with a weak and spineless female lead, and Reese is anything but that. She has had her share of

strife; some of which she still carries with her in her every day life. What makes her so amazing, is

that she doesn't cower in the face of fear. She is not a victim, but a survivor and she has an

incredible sense of self-worth. Not once did I feel like she was subservient to Chase, even though

he was to owner of her new company.I have nothing short of the BEST praise for this incredible

book. It was sweet, swoony, angsty, and everything else you could ever want in a book, I didn't want

it to end!

This book is fantastic. It's is a fun yet well written story with angst on the side. The heroine is

amazing. And her back story is one I've never heard of. I loved that. And chase was sexy as he'll.

No complaints there. A must read for sure.

i don't write many reviews but .... This is an amazing book. We all so need a Chase. He would be

any woman's dream. Funny. Sexy, smart and not to mention self made rich. Respectful and loving.



Oops think I omitted respectful and loving..You will laugh out loud. You will cry and if you don't

purchase this book it's your loss. Vi Keeland has done it again and I'm more than ready for another

book. After I re-read this one several times. I could not put it down.

I was provided with an ARC for an honest review but I also purchased my copy so this is an honest

review. I have been reading this author's books since 2013 so how is it that she still continues to

wow me just like the first time? It is because of books like this, that she is an automatic one click for

me. Her books are justconsistently good and they never disappoint. This book was no exception,

but what it also unexpectedly delivered were laugh out loud moments between Chase Parker, the

hot as hell titular Bossman and the spunky and beautiful Reese. I loved everything about this couple

from the way they met-instant sizzle- to their subsequent interactions. These interactions got

progressively hotter and eventually spilled into the office when Reese began working at Chase's

company. All I will say is Chase had a very dirty mouth. You want more than that, you have to read

the book but prepare to clutch your pearls. This couple was not just beautiful but smart and

engaging. Their text messages and emails will make you blush. Reese was Chase's match in every

way and I loved that there was no game playing, even while working through their issues, and their

HEA was swoon worthy. There is more to this book than just a passionate love story so look out for

a little something that makes you think and a nice quote to take away.Just as a final note, this book

cover completely captures accurately Chase's character from the chocolate brown eyes and facial

scruff to the sexy mussed hair. Kudos to Team Vi who consistently rock my socks with these

beautiful covers.

Bossman hooked me from the first page. Chase and Reese meet under very uncommon

circumstances. These circumstances are the product of Chase's ingeniousness and we get to meet

a side of him from early on that shows a lot of his personality. He is a sexy, beautiful hard to stand

at times but he knows what he wants and he intents to get it. I love the chemistry between the hero

and heroine and I was sucked in waiting anxiously to see how these two were going to get together.

Throughout this journey we meet another side of Chase that melted my heart. This is one of the

aspects i love about Vi's writing. She is very unpredictable and always surprises us in the best kind

of ways. Super sexy with strong characters that will captivate you and will make you read non-stop

from beginning to their beautiful happy ending. Bossman is a top read of 2016 not to be missed!!
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